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Effective proofreading
The aim of this course is to provide you with an understanding of the skills required for proofreading
a document and ensuring optimum quality. The course covers all aspects of a typical quality assurance
workflow that should be followed before delivering any final document. It is suitable for translators who wish
to offer an extra service to their clients or simply want to improve the quality of their work.

This course can be taken at a date which is convenient for you, and is
suitable for 1 to 1 or a group of colleagues.

Understanding publishing processes and the proofreader’s role: Important
issues regarding the role of the proofreader within the publishing
process. Regardless of whether documents are published or not, the
proofreader should always bear in mind that the document they deliver
should be print-ready.
Understanding methods of proofreading: Common proofreading methods
and techniques.
Understanding the basic concepts of MS Word revision tool and Acrobat
notes: An overview of MS Word revision tool and Acrobat notes and
how to use both effectively.
Understanding special mark-up symbols for inserting, deleting, comments:
Guidelines on how to highlight and mark up changes, insert missing
parts, translator’s notes, comments.
Understanding punctuation: The checks that must be carried out with
regard to punctuation, numbers, dates, double spaces, comma+space,
semicolon+space, colon+space, contractions, apostrophes, etc.
Understanding spelling and grammar: An overview of common spelling
and grammar issues and how to highlight them.
Understanding document formatting issues: Examples of different
document formatting issues and how to handle them, such as spacing
between lines, page numbering, tables and captions, etc.
Exercises: At the end of the course, you will be given exercises to
complete:
a. Create a proofreading checklist
b. Complex proofreading test: How do you do it?
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